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   				July 2014
Inclusive Design – a lasting Olympic and Paralympic Legacy 

Welcome to the fourth Built Environment Professional Education Project (BEPE) update.  

BEPE, inspired by London 2012, is helping to realise a lasting Olympic and Paralympic legacy.  It aims to make inclusive design a key part of the education and training for all built environment professionals.   

This update focusses on online resources for inclusive design. As we welcome the launch of the Design Council’s new Inclusive Design Hub, we also look at the case for additional on line educational resources for educators and students wanting to improve their skills, knowledge and competence in inclusive design.  

Design Council Inclusive Design Hub
The Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE) at the Design Council launched a new Inclusive Design Hub on 17 July 2014, see www.designcouncil.org.uk/inclusive. The new Hub brings together a large collection of information on inclusive design in the built environment - from best practice to guidance and legislation.  The variety of search routes makes the documents and information easy to find - you can search by sector, scale, user journey, resource type, inclusion type or development phase. The Hub is a big step forward and will help built environment professionals and clients be better placed to deliver inclusive environments.  It also complements the work the BEPE project is doing to change how built environment professionals are taught about inclusive design.  

Stimulating a change in online educational resources
The Inclusive Design Hub should help not only those wanting to increase their knowledge about inclusive design, but also trainers running continuing professional development courses and practitioners who want to find useful and relevant information to help make their projects more accessible.  

But what else is needed for students, particularly undergraduates, just starting out on their professional learning, many of whom currently only receive a small amount of training on inclusive design issues?  Imagine the benefits if all newly qualified built environment professionals have the opportunity to acquire from the outset of their education:
	a thorough knowledge of best practice technical access standards and relevant legislation
	the skills and ability to apply the principles of inclusive design to their projects
	and crucially an understanding of how disabled and older people and families with small children experience and use all aspects of the built environment.  


Could stimulating additional online educational resources be the best way to help educators and students improve their skills, knowledge and competence in inclusive design?   

What resources would make it easier for you to teach or to learn about inclusive design? 

Is there already good practice out there? And who needs to know about it?

To share your views, good practice and innovative ideas please contact the Olympic and Paralympic Legacy Unit: 
Email olympiclegacy@culture.gsi.gov.uk 
Twitter: @2012govuk 

